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The Ben Fusaro Award for the 2006 B problem went to the team fromMag-
gie L.Walker Governor’s School in Richmond, VA. Their paper fell just short of
the Outstanding designation due to a slightly less sophisticated level of math-
ematics than could have been used. However, the paper exemplified some
outstanding characteristics:

• It presented a high-quality application of the complete modeling process;
• it demonstrated noteworthy originality and creativity in their modeling ef-
fort; and

• was well-written, in a clear expository style making it a pleasure to read.
Addressing real-world problems involves formulating a mathematical de-

scription of the problem, solving the mathematical model, interpreting the
mathematical solution, and critically evaluating themodel. Before a teamcould
formulate a mathematical description of the problem, it was necessary to do
research to estimate reasonable values for parameters to be used.
The Maggie L. Walker team began by getting current statistics on the num-

ber of wheelchair passengers and how airlines and airports serve their needs.
In addition, they looked at the Department of Transportation Congressional
Report on disability-related airline complaints. From their assumptions, it was
clear that the team considered many issues. Certain assumptions—for exam-
ple, wheelchairs are always functional, an important issue—treated issues that
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might seem superfluous but are otherwise not tractable in a model. The team
justified their assumption that the pattern of calls for wheelchairs follows a
Poisson process.
The team considered how many escorts and wheelchairs to place at each

airport, and themost efficientway for escorts andwheelchairs tomove around.
The team considered small and large airports and linear, pier, satellite, and
curvilinear-shaped concourses.
Their model consisted of three parts:

• an algorithm for finding the number of escorts that an airport should hire,
based on the need to balance costs and recognizing that the primary costs
are the salaries of escorts;

• establishing that the best wheelchair-to-escort ratio is one-to-one;
• showing thatwheelchair service ismost efficientwhen escorts have a central
hub, whose location depends on the concourse type.

To test the efficiency of theirmodel, the teamused a spreadsheet to simulate
wheelchair service in small, medium, and large airports. They recognized that
some of their assumptions—for example, that all escorts are perfectly efficient
and all passengers are completely cooperative—weaken their model by ignor-
ing the human element. However, they demonstrated the flexibility in their
model, allowing for changes as the airline industry grows and the traveling
population ages.
This paper is a fine example of the fact that mathematical modeling can be

done at many levels. The team is to be congratulated on their thoroughness,
their clarity, and their utilization of the mathematics that they knew to create
their ownmodel and solve the problem at hand. The judges felt that the model
itself was both reasonable and well thought out.
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